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fotofever paris 2016 
11 to 13 November 2016

Carrousel du Louvre 

©  Tzu Chin Yu, On the road at night 1, Inattentional Blindness II series, 2016, courtesy of 5k8k Photo Gallery 

fotofever is the first photography art fair that is aimed at young collectors 
through its induction program start to collect. 

THE MAJOR RENDEZ-VOUS FOR CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY
From 11 to 13 November 2016, The Carrousel du Louvre welcomes the 5th edition of fotofever 
with 75 international and French galleries in the very heart of artistic Paris, at the foot of the 
most visited museum in the world. 
At fotofever are exposed only original photographic works  (reproduced less than 30 times 
regardless of its format) and has the particularity to display the price of each work exhibited 
at the heart of the fair.
An independent photography art fair, fotofever paris 2016 proposes a bold and forward-
looking agenda, giving to see today what will be seen tomorrow at other fairs.
fotofever paris 2016 is a fair with an educational mission through improved access to the 
diversity of contemporary photography, focusing on both newcomers and confirmed 
collectors.
15,000 visitors are expected to attend fotofever paris 2016. The visits have risen continually 
since the first edition of the fair.

... / ...

Press release   

START TO COLLECT ! 
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AN ART FAIR DEDICATED TO CONFIRMED COLLECTORS ... 
fotofever paris 2016 is the perfect hunting ground for confirmed collectors who seek 
to discover the artists of tomorrow. A full VIP program dedicated to collectors includes 
privileged and unlimited access to the fair as well as a program of meetings with a 
selection of artists and galleries! 

...AS WELL AS YOUNG COLLECTORS 
The start to collect program, offering a selection of photography artworks for less    
than 5,000 € helps guide young photography lovers in their first steps towards 
collecting trinnovative inititatives: 
- The collector’s apartment, welcomes visitors at the entrance of the fair.
- The guide – instruction manual to begin a collection, offered to every visitor (30 
pages) 
- Discussions, daily meetings with and artist and his collector 
- A guided tour around a selection of the best works of the fair 

AN ORIGINAL AND FLUID SCENOGRAPHY FULL OF ENCOUNTERS 
For its 5th edition, fotofever paris 2016 is reinventing itself with a new and original 
scenography that offers a route along a zigzag path, a break with the traditional 
closed booth. The open plan space offers a more fluid visit, allowing viewers to take 
in more artworks and meet gallery owners.
This new scenography is completely in-line with the declared spirit of the fair: education, 
friendliness, encounters, community and sharing the same passion.  

EMERGING PLAYERS OF CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE HEART 
OF THE ARTISTIC VISION OF FOTOFEVER PARIS 2016
fotofever paris 2016 is committed to new players in contemporary photography 
particularly through:
- Young, a selection of very new galleries with a bold artistic program.
- Focus, a section highlighting the most promising monographic projects at the 
entrance of the fair.
fotofever paris 2016 also highlights photography in its widest artistic dimension by 
welcoming as many general art galleries as those that specialize in photography.

fotofever paris 2016 
from 11 to 13 November 2016 

at the Carrousel du Louvre

... / ... 

START TO COLLECT 

- the collector’s 
apartment 

 - the guide

- discussions

- the guided tour 

Press release   
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fotofever paris 2016 
a bold and forward-thinking fair

I created fotofever 5 years ago driven by three motivations: 
a passion for photography fed by my family’s history for 
multiple generations, a respect for galleries that promote 

young artists in the art market, and the belief that collecting is an 
act of support for the artistic creation found in all of us.

The first goal of fotofever is trend-setting: our independence 
allows us to present galleries in a bold program and to offer a 
fantastic visibility to the youngest ones. 

We also host contemporary art galleries that specialize in 
photography in order to offer genuine discoveries of works that 
are not already seen at other fairs. Consequently, fotofever is 
the land of dream-chasing for collectors wanting to unearth the 
talent of tomorrow.

fotofever is also the first art fair to specifically address young 
collectors and initiate the public to collecting with the program 
‘start to collect.’ Created in close collaboration with the 
exhibitors, this program guides new collectors, so that they 
understand the market by enabling them to engage with works, 
galleries, artists and informed collectors. 

fotofever paris 2016 marks the reinforcement of our support 

for contemporary photographic creation and the promotion of 
collecting with innovative projects that you will discover in this 
press kit. 

The whole team eagerly awaits you at the Carrousel du Louvre 
from 11 to 13 of November 2016!”

Cécile Schall

‘‘

Cécile Schall, founder and director of fotofever  

In 2011, Cécile Schall created fotofever, a fair 
dedicated to contemporary photography, 
that she wished to be audacious and 
to revolve around an introduction to 
collecting. After 15 years in marketing and 
communication within a number of large 

international firms, Cécile Schall worked with 
Will Ramsay, founder of contemporary art fairs such as Art Hong 
Kong, Pulse and Affordable Art Fair, for four years. Cécile Schall 
draws her passion for photography from her family history - she 
is the granddaughter of celebrated photographer Roger Schall 
(1904-1995) who excelled in reporting and was a pioneer in 
fashion photography as well as illustration and nude portraits.

In 2016, Cécile Schall enriched her team with new talent who 
share the same passion and ambition to make fotofever an 
exemplary fair for discovering and collecting contemporary 
photography, including Stéphane Baumet as art director. She 
has created a strong brand rooted outside the conventions of 
the art market that is proud of its Parisian origin, the cradle of 
photography. 

‘‘
Cecile Schall 
© Thomas d'Aram 

Stéphane Baumet, art director of fotofever

After studies in History of Art and a Master’s 
degree of Management of cultural projects 
in the University of Aix en Provence I , 
Stéphane worked at the Rencontres d’Arles 
photography festival for 4 years. Named as the 
general exhibition curator of Paris Photo on its 

launch in 1997, he has also independently curated photographic 
exhibitions such as Archeology of Excellence, 20 ans de photo 
de mode (20 years of fashion photography) at Deichtorhallen 
Museum in Hamburg. 

Co-founder of Baumet-Sultana gallery based in the Marais for 
6 years, he is a supporter of emerging contemporary art as 
well as the rediscovery of more established artists such as the 
photographer Walter Pfeiffer. 
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the list of the exhibiting galleries 
from 05.09.16

5k8k photo gallery TAIPEI | TAIWAN

6x7 leica gallery warszawa WARSAW | POLAND

about art PONTEVEDRA | SPAIN 

annie gabrielli MONTPELLIER | FRANCE

an inc. SEOUL | SOUTH KOREA

archivio fotografico italiano CASTELLANZA | ITALY

arielle d’hauterives galerie BRUSSELS | BELGIUM

art22 gallery BRUSSELS | BELGIUM 

art deal project BARCELONE | ESPAGNE

artelli gallery ANTWERP | BELGIUM

artistics PARIS | FRANCE 

chris boïcos fine arts PARIS | FRANCE

courcelles art contemporain PARIS | FRANCE

dtth gallery BRUSSELLS | BELGIUM 

einstein studio TOKYO | JAPAN

fisheye gallery PARIS | FRANCE

g3j PARIS | FRANCE

g.i.p. tokyo TOKYO | JAPAN 

galerie c NEUCHÂTEL | SWITZERLAND 

galerie stp GREIFSWALD | GERMANY

ginza gallery g2 TOKYO | JAPAN

gratadou intuiti PARIS | FRANCE

hegoa  PARIS | FRANCE

hilton l asmus foto CHICAGO | USA

in the gallery COPENHAGEN | DENMARK

la galerie virtuelle PARIS | FRANCE

la micro galerie PARIS | FRANCE

lélia mordoch PARIS | FRANCE

libroarte TOKYO | JAPAN

little big galerie PARIS | FRANCE

little birds gallery PARIS | FRANCE

macadam gallery BRUSSELS | BELGIUM

maison d’art OSAKA | JAPAN 

ndf gallery PARIS | FRANCE

quai est IVRY-SUR-SEINE | FRANCE

rademakers gallery AMSTERDAM | NETHERLANDS

thierry bigaignon  PARIS | FRANCE

thomas v. meyer fine art SAN FRANCISCO | USA

vincenz sala PARIS | FRANCE

vt artsalon TAIPEI | TAIWAN

spaziofarini6 MILAN | ITALY

van campen & rochtus ANTWERP | BELGIUM

xin art ARS EN RÉ | FRANCE

zen foto gallery TOKYO | JAPAN
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the new scene in contemporary photography at 
the heart of the artistic direction 

of fotofever paris 2016

Throughout the year since it was created, the fotofever team have looked for the 
most promising local and international galleries.

In each edition, the program is the result of this search which is comprised of 60% 
loyal, returning exhibitors and 40% of new galleries. 

The program of fotofever is built around international and local galleries: 60% of the 
exhibitors are from abroad predominantly from Europe, notably Italy and Belgium. 

Japan has also been well represented at the fair since its 
creation in 2011.

fotofever paris 2016 pays particularly close attention to 
Parisian galleries in order to shine a spotlight on the artistic 
creation of the French capital, the cradle of photography.

A REINFORCED ARTISTIC LINE 
In its independence, fotofever traces its own artistic line 
and promotes a bold program: here, we will see today that 
which will be seen tomorrow at other fairs. 

In 2016, fotofever reinforces its accompanying mission 
with new players in contemporary photography such 

as Young, a selection of very new galleries (< 3 years old) who will benefit from an 
important presentation.  

Encouraging galleries to present just one artist, fotofever paris 2016 highlights the 
most promising solo shows in the Focus section of the fair.

fotofever paris 2016 also wishes to emphasize the value of photography in its wildest 
artistic dimension by hosting as many general art galleries as those specializing in 
photography.

60% loyal galleries 

40% new galleries 

60% of exhibitors 
come from abroad 

hegoa  PARIS | FRANCE

hilton l asmus foto CHICAGO | USA

in the gallery COPENHAGEN | DENMARK

la galerie virtuelle PARIS | FRANCE

la micro galerie PARIS | FRANCE

lélia mordoch PARIS | FRANCE

libroarte TOKYO | JAPAN

little big galerie PARIS | FRANCE

little birds gallery PARIS | FRANCE

macadam gallery BRUSSELS | BELGIUM

maison d’art OSAKA | JAPAN 

ndf gallery PARIS | FRANCE

quai est IVRY-SUR-SEINE | FRANCE

rademakers gallery AMSTERDAM | NETHERLANDS

thierry bigaignon  PARIS | FRANCE

thomas v. meyer fine art SAN FRANCISCO | USA

vincenz sala PARIS | FRANCE

vt artsalon TAIPEI | TAIWAN

spaziofarini6 MILAN | ITALY

van campen & rochtus ANTWERP | BELGIUM

xin art ARS EN RÉ | FRANCE

zen foto gallery TOKYO | JAPAN
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the start to collect program,
an introduction to collecting 

by fotofever paris 2016

fotofever maintains its goal in developing a new sphere of collectors by initiating the public to 
collecting and accompanying them in their first steps. 

This educational role materializes through the obligatory display of the prices of every work 
exposed at fotofever paris 2016, and the start to collect program created in close collaboration 
with exhibitors, their artists and collectors. 

THE COLLECTOR’S APARTMENT 
A SHOWCASE FOR THE START TO COLLECT SELECTION. 

fotofever paris 2016 is inaugurating a collector’s apartment whose scenography is signed by 
Stéphane Baumet, art director of the fair.

For the collector’s apartment, Stéphane has carte blanche to put on stage a selection of 
works in a space of 100 m2 which will welcome warmly the public in the entrance of the 
fair. 

THE START TO COLLECT GUIDE 
The guide aims to offer young collectors the necessary practical information when 
buying an original photographic work. 

A real instruction manual for young collectors, the guide explains the inner workings of 
the market such as how prices are established, how to be sure of the quality of a work 
as well as explaining technical vocabulary. It will be distributed as a bilingual booklet to 
all the fair visitors. 

THE START TO COLLECT DISCUSSIONS 

fotofever paris 2016 organizes daily meet-ups and discussions with young collectors during the 
fair. 

The public is invited to participate in this new initiative that aims to demystify the status of the art 
collector and encourage collecting. 

... / ... 

START TO COLLECT 

- the apartment

- the guide

- discussions

- the guided tour
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the start to collect program,
an introduction to collecting 

by fotofever paris 2016

LES P’TITS COLLECTIONNEURS (THE LITTLE COLLECTORS) : 
LAUNCHED IN 2016 
The program les p’tits collectioneurs (the little collectors) finds itself in fotofever’s desire 
to promote collecting as a supporting vehicle for artists. 

The objective is to raise childrens’ awareness of photography as an art form as they 
discover the creative and productive process that hides behind each photographic 
work. 

It will take place in fun, yet educational free workshops for 8-12 year olds in a 30m2 

designated space in the heart of the fair. 

© Sandro Giordano, Ciao Marcello, 2016, courtesy of Art22 Gallery 

... / ... 

the start to collect program,
an introduction to collecting

by fotofever paris 2016 

START TO COLLECT TOURS 

fotofever paris 2016 offers guided tours to all guests with a comprehensive visit in 
partnership with the exhibiting galleries. 

START TO COLLECT 

- the collector’s 
apartment 

 - the guide

- discussions 

- the guided tour 
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For its 5th edition, fotofever paris 2016 reinvents itself with a new, original walled 
scenography offering a route along zig-zag paths, a break from the traditional closed 
booth. 

The open plan space offers a more fluid visit that allows viewers to take in more 
artworks and meet gallery owners. The walled display is perfectly suitable for the 
photographic medium and it allows the galleries to optimize their exhibition space. 

This new scenography shows fotofever’s willingness to break down the barriers 
of the collecting world often judged too elitist by the general public. It is in full 
coherence with the spirit of fotofever: education, conviviality, encounters, community 
and sharing the same passion. 

fotofever paris 2016 
an original and fluid scenography

An original walled scenography 
through zigzag paths

Not contractual plan
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‘zoom in’ on a selection 
of galleries on display 
at fotofever paris 2016

6x7 leica gallery warszawa WARSAW | POLAND 

annie gabrielli MONTPELLIER | FRANCE

arielle d’hauterives galerie BRUSSELS | BELGIUM

art22 gallery BRUSSELS | BELGIUM 

artelli gallery ANTWERP | BELGIUM 

artistics PARIS | FRANCE 

courcelles art contemporain PARIS | FRANCE

galerie c NEUCHÂTEL | SWITZERLAND

galerie stp GREIFSWALD | GERMANY 

galerie thierry bigaignon PARIS | FRANCE

hegoa PARIS | FRANCE

in the gallery COPENHAGEN | DENMARK

la micro galerie PARIS | FRANCE

lélia mordoch PARIS | FRANCE 

macadam gallery BRUSELS | BELGIUM

maison d’art OSAKA  | JAPAN

thomas v.meyer fine art SAN FRANCISCO  | USA

vincenz sala  PARIS | FRANCE

xin art ARS EN RÉ | FRANCE
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Anna & Rafal Lochowski - Director 

Based in Warsaw, Poland, the 6x7 Leica Gallery 
Warszawa promotes a ‘best of’ Polish contemporary 
photographers to the international photography scene. 

At fotofever paris 2016, they will present Pszemek 
Dzienis, one of the most influential Polish photographers 
today. They will also present Tomasz Wysocki, a 
student at the Film School in Lodz, whose aesthetic 
is to hide double meanings in his work. Pawel Zak, 
an experienced master of moods, will also present 
extraordinary still lifes that have more intellectual layers 
than Shrek’s onions. As for the cherry on top, Waclaw 
Wantuch will exhibit his first series of moody nudes 
using a mobile platinum-palladium printing technique. 

6x7 leica gallery warszawa WARSAW | POLAND  

ul. Mysia 3, II piętro
00-496 Warszawa, Pologne

+48 539 901 476
www.warsaw.leica-gallery.pl

© Tomasz Wysocki, Untitled 8, Exodus 2064 series, 2015, courtesy 6x7 Leica Gallery Warszawa
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Annie Gabrielli - Director

Today Annie Gabrielli represents 10 artists with different 
paths horizons (France, Switzerland, Japan). There 
is no strict rule: it all works thanks meetings and a 
sense of affinity as the artist’s work proposes a new 
perspective on photography. 

‘‘At fotofever paris 2016 I’m presenting a solo show 
of artist Muriel Bordier who, in the ensemble of her 
work, does not fix on a real moment but tries recreate 
it in her own vision in a humorous way. (…) in this way 
she constructs small universes on which she  derides 
her version of reality. ‘Les thermes’, her latest series, 
concentrates on architecture and characters. Water 
is suggested, without ever (or close to ever) being 
represented.‘‘

annie gabrielli MONTPELLIER | FRANCE

33 avenue François Delmas
34000 Montpellier, France

+33 (0) 6 71 28 53 24
galerieanniegabrielli.com

© Muriel Bordier, La leçon de natation (The Swimming Lesson), Les Thermes series, 2014, courtesy of galerie Annie Gabrielli  
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arielle d’hauterives galerie BRUSSELS | BELGIUM

Arielle d’Hauterives - Director 

Since the opening of her gallery in 2010, Arielle 
d’Hauterives has exclusively represented women artists, 
and regularly has an identity approach in her exhibition 
programme.

It is the fourth participation of Arielle d’Hauterives Galerie’s 
in fotofever paris, a fair in line with her prospective 
strategy, which allows her to find loyal clients during a 
time of year when collectors gather in Paris. 

This year, she’s presenting Bénédicte Vanderreydt, a 
photographer very active internationally, often selected 
for renowned festivals and who is at a crucial point in 
her artistic career.

© Bénédicte Vanderreydt, Post Coïtom, I Never Told Anyone series, 2015, courtesy of Arielle d’Hauterives Galerie 

37 rue Tasson-Snel
1060 Brussels, Belgium 

+32 253 45 700 
www.arielledhauterives.be
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art22 gallery BRUSSELS | BELGIUM

© Peter Lippmann, Noble rot 2, 2013, courtesy of Art22 Gallery

Didier Brouwers & Eric de Ville - Directors 

For ten years Art22 Gallery has been driven by the deep 
and clear passion, of its two co-founders and directors, 
stimulated day by day by its search and discovery of new 
talent. ‘‘Regardless of their origin, age or career path, first 
of all we support art we fall in love with at first sight, so we 
are often their first collectors.‘‘

Loyal exhibitors at fotofever since its creation, notably 
this year they are presenting the photographs of Sandro 
Giordano, and artist discovered on Instagram. ‘‘He is 
original, his works his works make us smile, even laugh. 
Despite their apparent superficiality, they hide a universal 
anti-materialist message and are the most accessible in 
terms of price.‘‘

56 place du Jeu de Balle 
1000 Brussels, Belgium 

 +32(0) 495 21 23.22
www.art22.gallery
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© Klaartje Lambrechts, Laurence, The Silence is Here Again 
Tonight series, 2012, courtesy of Artelli Gallery 

artelli gallery ANTWERP | BELGIUM

Elie Schonfeld - Director 

Artelli Gallery is a contemporary art gallery completely 
dedicated to photography. It exhibits the work of 
passionate and talented artists from around the world. It 
is an authentic, emotional platform for both established 
and emerging artists.

The gallery presents the work of Liat Elbling and 
Klaartje Lambrechts as well as some black and white 
photography of Alberto Saleh. 

Mechelsesteenweg 120 
2018 Antwerp, Belgium

+32 32 33 75 47
www.artelligallery.com

© Liat Elbling, Untitled 5, 2008, courtesy of Artelli Gallery 
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www.artistics.com
+33 (0)811 03 05 22

Sonia Rameau - Director 

Sonia Rameau was seduced by the gallery profession for 
the persistant excitement of the discovery, the persistence 
of wonderment experienced in front of the work of an 
artist that you see develop, mature or take new direction 
year after year. Above all, the pleasure of sharing all of this 
with collectors and leading them to delve into their artistic 
journey to maintain their knowledge of this approach.

This year at fotofever Sonia Rameau presents only 
international artists such as British Gina Soden, German 
Klaus Kampert and Norwegian Christian Houge. “At a 
moment when the big question is the fallen identity and 
end of the European dream, I felt it was important to 
maintain our curiosity for the regard of others. Alongside 
this, each of these artists work on our communal heritage 
in an approach that is not documented: the environmental 
heritage of Christian Houge, the assembled heritage of 
Gina Soden, and finally, the immaterial heritage of Klaus 
Kampert through the representation of the bodies of ballet 
dancers. 

© Gina Soden, Ice, 2015, courtesy Artistics 

artistics PARIS | FRANCE
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courcelles art contemporain PARIS | FRANCE

Véronique Adraï-Mazert - Director 
In creating Courcelles Art Contemporain, Véronique 
Adraï-Mazert made a life choice that committed her com-
pletely. Her gallery is a part of her personality : she lo-
ves diversity, originality and her choices are never veering 
towards easiness. .‘‘It is a sort of bath of imagination, 
more than a willingness to stick to one style or genre..‘‘
She appreciates fotofever for its incontestably innovative 
approach in its vision of art and artistic propositions that it.

For its third participation, the objective of  Véronique 
Adraï-Mazert is to gain the fidelity of those it believes in 
and build a solid family of artists. So therefore you will not 
be surprised when you find Corinne Héraud and Brno Del 
Zou, brilliant artists whose works permeate you, invade 
you and transcend you from the first glance.

© Maëlle de Coux, Cormorhomme à la chaise (Cormor-man in chair), Les Hommes Oiseaux series, 2013, courtesy of Courcelles Art Contemporain 

110 boulevard de Courcelles 
75017 Paris, France

+33 (0) 982 33 20 16 
www.galeriecourcelles.com
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© Cyril Porchet, San Fermin, Crowd series, 2012, courtesy of Galerie C 

galerie c NEUCHÂTEL | SWITZERLAND

Christian Egger - Director 

Galerie C is an independent contemporary art space in 
French-speaking Switzerland conceived for the promotion 
of works across all spectrums of art: painting, drawing, 
etching, sculpture, videography, photography and even 
performance. Its mission is to celebrate and present 
visionary projects to the public.

The gallery participates in a number of international fairs 
and organizes the Anniversaire de l’Art (Birthday of Art) in 
collaboration with the Palais Galerie in Neuchâtel. 

This year Galerie C offers a dialogue between the series 
Only God Can Judge Me and Ether from Matthieu Gafsou 
as well as Crowd from Cyril Porchet. All three propose a 
reflection on our civilization by treating the aesthetics of 
man in his complexity. 

Esplanade Leopold Robert 1 
2000 Neuchâtel, Switzerland  

+41 79 414 00 15
www.galeriec.ch
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© François Delebecque, Chamaloc 01, 2012, courtesy of galerie STP 

galerie stp GREIFSWALD | GERMANY  

Dr. Peter Konschake - Director  

Founded in 2010, la galerie STP is the only gallery 
specialised in Eastern European art. It puts a focud on 
photography, its founder Dr. Peter Konschake started his 
career as a photographer. Peter particularly appreciates 
the possible transversal nature of the medium. “This is 
the comment trait of the artists we represent, it can be 
described as photography on the edge of other art form”.

For its first participation in fotofever, la galerie STP presents 
to us the artists Thomas Hoepker, Walter Schels, François 
Delebecque, Nadja Kuznetzova et Gytis Skudzinskas, 
who all share the approach of integrating photography 
with other media.

Lange Straße 21 
17489 Greifswald, Germany 

+49 3834 899448
www.galerie-stp.de
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© Catherine Balet, Looking for the Masters in Ricardo’s Golden Shoes 17, 2016, courtesy Galerie Thierry Bigaignon 

galerie thierry bigaignon PARIS | FRANCE

Thierry Bigaignon - Director 

Based in the heart of the Marais neighborhood in Paris, 
Thierry Bigaignon is a type of “hybrid” gallery offering a 
space of intimate and confidential levels, but it is always 
open to the outside. It promotes emerging artists with 
the same force as it does for renown photographers. 
Recognizing classic photography’s importance as a 
necessity for contemporary creation, it is a gallery as 
present online as on the ground.
 
fotofever paris 2016 is an occasion to present the new 
series Looking for the Masters in Ricardo’s Golden Shoes 
by Catherine Ballet. “It’s a question of a particular work 
made to revisit 176 years of photography as Catherine 
pays a vibrant homage to the great masters of the art 
form. It is also, above all, a work of extreme precision that 
asks essential questions about our rapport with imagery.”

9, rue Charlot,
75003 Paris, France

+33 (0)1 83 56 05 82
www.thierrybigaignon.com
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16 rue de Beaune
75007 Paris, France 

+ 33 (0) 1 42 61 11 33
www.galeriehegoa.com

Nathalie Atlan Landaburu - Director 
Since 2009, Hegoa Gallery has supported well-known 
contemporary artists and engaged itself in the promotion 
of up and coming talent. A large part of the gallery is 
dedicated to photography.   

Their common thread: a universe of escape, liberty and 
sincerity.  

This year, the gallery presents artist Eric Bouvet, a war-
conflict photojournalist, who has chosen to celebrate 
happiness and peace with his collection Burning Man.

hegoa PARIS | FRANCE

© Eric Bouvet, Burning Man series, 2012, courtesy of galerie Hegoa
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in the gallery COPENHAGEN | DENMARK

© Carsten Ingemann, Lolland 1, Darkness series, 2015, courtesy of In The Gallery

Dronningens Tvaergade 19
1302 Copenhagen, Denmark

+ 45 33 73 11 33
www.inthegallery.com

Maibritt Rangstrup - Directrice 

A contemporary art gallery open in Copenhagen since 
2012, In The Gallery promotes photography with 
fervour, fascinated by its potential to transcend that 
with which we are familiar and present reality that is 
familiar from a fresh and revealing angle. 

For its third participation in fotofever, it will be focused 
around the concept of time-lapse and will bring together 
the work of Jacob Gils, Carsten Ingemann and Lea 
Jessen. ”We think that the combination of these three 
artists will bring something interesting and unique!”
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© Solène Ballesta, Evanidis 4, Evanidis series, 2014, courtesy of la micro galerie

53 rue de la Rochefoucauld
75009 Paris, France

+33 (0) 9 81 68 97 38
www.lamicrogalerie.com

la micro galerie PARIS | FRANCE

Gaëtan Duthu - Director 

La micro galerie occupies a surface area of 7.3 m2 in 
the 9th arrondissement of Paris. 

Opened in 2014 by two partners of architectural firm 
Ligne Droite, the gallery dedicates itself to launching 
young artists who are usually exhibited for the first time.

At fotofever paris 2016, the gallery presents the work 
of Solène Ballesta and notably her collection Evanidis, 
a portrait series of women combining the past and 
present. 
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© Keren, Bereshit 3, Bereshit series, 2002, courtesy of Lélia Mordoch Gallery

lélia mordoch PARIS | FRANCE

 50 rue Mazarine 
75006 Paris, France 

+ 33 (0) 1 53 10 88 52
leliamordochgalerie.com

Lélia Mordoch - Director 
The Lélia Mordoch Gallery has existed since 1989 and 
presents all the popular media of contemporary and 
modern art: collage, painting, glass, sculpture, video, 
assembly and installations… 

For twenty-seven years, the gallery has worked with its 
artists following and accompanying them in the process 
and creative direction of their projects. Keren, a French 
artist, adds an abstract dimension to her photographs 
through an unsettling game of perception. 

The parts of the body appear multiplied in a kaleidoscopic 
lens until they become pure geometrical patterns. 
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macadam gallery BRUSSELS | BELGIUM

 58 place du Jeu de Balle 
1000 Brussels, Belgium

+32 2 502 53 61
macadamgallery.com

Damien Gard - Director 

Opened in 2012, Macadam gallery’s goal is to be a 
reflective, visible and promotional space for Belgian and 
international contemporary creative artwork. 

At fotofever paris 2016, a solo exhibition project is 
dedicated to the photographic work of French artist 
Thomas Devaux through a selection of works from 
several of his series that includes the original series 
Attrition, and his most recent series The Shopper.

© Thomas Devaux, La Chambre Bleue, The Shopper series, 2016, courtesy of Macadam Gallery
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maison d’art OSAKA | JAPAN

© Féebrile, Vendredi Saint, Les Petites series, 2015, courtesy of Maison d’Art  

Kisako Kimoto - Director 
Created in 1997, Maison d’Art has been based in Osaka 
since 2003.

It mainly presents Japanese artists whose work proposes 
a unique vision, linked just as much to their contemporary 
ideals as to the traditional Japanese aesthetic. 

Since 2006, their Parisian office regularly organizes group 
exhibitions of well-known or emerging Japanese and 
French artists, crossing East with West. 

The works of Atsushi Tani and Féebrile, who are presented 
this year at fotofever paris 2016, question the links 
between the pose, theatricality and aestheticism, but also 
the relationship between artist and model.

1-16-19 2F Utsubo-honmachi 
Nishi-ku 550-0004, Osaka, Japan

+81 6-6449-7773 
maison-art.org
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169 25th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121, 

États-Unis
+1 415-386-1225

thomas v. meyer - fine art  SAN FRANCISCO  | USA

Thomas V. Meyer - Director 

Thomas V. Meyer - Fine Art was founded in 1974 in 
San Francisco, California with the goal of introducing 
photography to painting and sculpture collectors. 
Today, the gallery mainly supports contemporary 
creation. “Although the risks inherent in working with 
emerging artists is greater, and the rewards that come 
from their success are much more than financial.”

At fotofever paris 2016, Thomas V. Meyer presents 
Elisabeth Sunday exclusively because her work 
encompasses all the elements he looks for in great 
photographs: consistent quality, uniqueness of vision 
and a rich and evocative content.

© Elisabeth Sunday, Lifeline 2, Akan Fisherman series, 2011, courtesy of Thomas V. Meyer - Fine Art 
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© Gilles Raynaldy, Sans titre, Dieppe, France, 2010, courtesy of Vincenz Sala

vincenz sala PARIS | FRANCE

52 rue Notre-Dame de Nazareth 
75003 Paris, France

+ 33 (0) 982 473 715
www.vsala.com

Helmut Bauer - Director 

When you ask Helmut Bauer, founder of the Vincenz 
Sala gallery, what attracts him to the gallerist profession, 
he replies with the the title of a Godard film : Passion ! 
present in Berlin, Paris et Bruxelles, Vincenz Sala finds 
particularly endearing «the life of couple, is not always 
happy» his life is with the artists, following them step-
by-step along their career.

For its first participation at fotofever, the gallery is 
presenting Nathalie van Doxell with her favourite 
object on her bedside table, Isidore Hibou for her 
comprehension of what an image is, and Gilles 
Raynaldy for his beautiful photos of the world.
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xin art ARS EN RÉ | FRANCE

© Antoine Rose, Italian Riviera, Tuscany series 2016, courtesy Xin Art Galerie  

Alexandra Planas - Director 

The gallery of Alexandra Planas is located on l’ile de 
Ré, a crossroads for European collectors, along the 
southern Atlantic coast of France. The gallery owner 
chooses her artists as she advises clients - it is always 
love at first sight that guides the first meeting. 

At fotofever paris 2016, she presents extreme 
photographer Antoine Rose who scans the ground with 
his camera lens while suspended from a helicopter. 
“His photographs, taken from a height, are composed 
of little touches of juxtaposed color that create a 
pictorial effect and suggests a certain consideration to 
the “Pointillism” technique. 

9, route de Saint-Clément 
17590 Ars en Ré, France

+ 33 (0)6 47 59 77 62
www.xinart.fr
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            CONTACTS PRESSE
 Anaïs Tridon

Lindsey Williams  - International PR 
atridon@communicart.fr  |  lwilliams@communicart.fr

+33 (0)1 43 20 12 11

CONTACT FOTOFEVER 
Christelle Roubaud
com@fotofeverartfair.com

+33 (0)1 43 59 46 06
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fotofever paris 2016

11 to 13 November 
Carrousel du Louvre

99 rue de Rivoli, 75001 Paris

times 

Thursday 10 November 2016
Press preview from 3pm

vip preview starting from 4pm 
Opening from 6pm to 9:30pm

Friday 11 – Saturday 12 November 2016
vip arrival from 10am to 11am 
Public from 11am to 7.30pm

Sunday 13 November 2016
vip arrival from 10am to 11am

Public from 11am to 6pm

tickets

In 2016, each ticket gives access to the full fotofever experience! 
- Entrance to the fair on the day of choice

- Participation in discussions with young collectors 
-  A guided tour through the exhibited galleries 

-  Free access to the fair and Les p’tits collectionneurs (The Little Collectors) workshops
for children under 12 years old  

admission price 

Full price  |  20€ on arrival, 18€ pre-sale
Full price + Book  |  35€ on arrival, 30€ pre-sale

Package : 2 adults + children < 12 years old  |  35€ on arrival, 30€ presale
Reduced Price < 26 years old  |  12€ (on arrival only)

Book  |  22 € (sur place uniquement)
Free for children under 12 years old (on site only) 

images available for the press 

All the images in the press kit are free to use by the press  

follow fotofever paris 2016 on social media

practical information 




